Trade liberalization induces exit by low productivity firms and redistributes output towards high productivity exporting firms redistributes output towards high productivity exporting firms -Aggregate productivity rises in all industries -Productivity rises most in CA industries
The price declines associated with these productivity increases have implications for income distribution implications for income distribution -The real wage gains of abundant factors are inflated -The real wage losses of scarce factors are dampened and g p potentially overturned (2003), but multiple factors of production a o ( 003), bu u p a o o p odu o and factor intensity differences across sectors
Zero-Profit Productivity Cutoff and Free Entry
Profit maximization
With free trade, firms that produce do so for both domestic and export markets and the price charged is the same
Equilibrium profits
Zero-Profit Productivity Cutoff in each sector
Free entry in each sector
Sunk entry cost uses both factors and begin by assuming factor intensity is the same as production
Nine endogenous variables and nine equilibrium conditions 1. Equilibrium pricing (2 equations)
Free entry (2 equations)
Independent of factor 
5. Equilibrium expenditure shares (1 equation) 
trade, there exist a set of allocations of world factor endowments to the two countries individually such that the unique free trade equilibrium is characterized by factor price equalization (FPE) and replicates the resource allocation of the integrated world economy.
All four major theorems of the HO model continue to hold
New Properties of the Free Trade Equilibrium
With identical factor intensities in entry and production, a move from autarky to free trade leaves the zero-profit productivity cutoff and autarky to free trade leaves the zero profit productivity cutoff and average industry productivity unchanged
Model with Costly Trade
Fixed and variable costs of trade
We examine how these interact with comparative advantage to -We examine how these interact with comparative advantage to shape between and within-industry reallocation Equilibrium pricing 
Decision to Produce / Export and Free Entry
Zero-profit productivity cutoff and export productivity cutoff r id
Equilibrium relationship between the productivity cutoffs
Existence of Costly Trade Equilibrium y q Proposition 3: There exists a unique costly trade equilibrium referenced by the following pair of equilibrium vectors for
Properties of the Costly Trade Equilibrium p y q Proposition 6:
(a) Opening a closed econom to costl t ade ill inc ease the e o (a) Opening a closed economy to costly trade will increase the zeroprofit productivity cutoff, , below which firms exit the industry (b) Other things equal, the zero-profit productivity cutoff, , will rise
Other things equal, the zero profit productivity cutoff, , will rise by more if a country is small relative to its trade partner ( ) , if domestic competition is high relative to foreign competition ithi th i d t (
within the industry ( ), or if fixed and variable trade costs are low ( )
Properties of the Costly Trade Equilibrium
Proposition 7: Other things equal, the opening of a closed economy to costly trade will (a) Raise the zero-profit productivity cutoff in the CA industry ( ) relative to that in the CDA industry ( )
Magnify CA by inducing endogenous Ricardian productivity differences at the industry level ( ) (c) Result in a higher probability of exporting in a country's CA industry
Result in a higher probability of exporting in a country s CA industry ( ) than in the CDA industry ( ) 
Implications for Income Distribution
In standard HO, the rise in the relative price of a country's CA good following the opening of trade leads to a rise in abundant factor's real following the opening of trade leads to a rise in abundant factor s real reward and a decline in scarce factor's real reward
In our heterogeneous firm framework, two additional effects are present -The rise in average productivity in both sectors reduces the consumer price index for both goods consumer price index for both goods -As in Helpman-Krugman, trade may expand the number of varieties available for domestic consumption, which will again d th i i d reduce the consumer price index
Job Creation and Job Destruction
There are both within and between-industry reallocations of resources following a reduction in trade costs
Unlike HO, there is gross job creation and destruction in both CA and CDA industries -In CDA industries, where there is net job destruction, jobs are created at high productivity exporters
Within each industry, the change in employment following a reduction in trade costs can be decomposed into:
Numerical Solutions
Consider a reduction in variable trade costs from 100% to 20% (i.e. from τ = 2 to τ = 1.2 )
Assume a Pareto productivity distribution
Factor endowments and intensities Factor endowments and intensities The between-industry reallocations of Heckscher-Ohlin theory interact with the within-industry reallocations of heterogeneous firm models -Average productivity increases by more in CA industries -The probability of exporting is greater in CA industries -Both industries experience gross job creation and destruction -Both industries experience gross job creation and destruction -Excess job reallocation is greatest for the abundant factor in the CA industry
Trade induces endogenous Ricardian productivity differences at the industry level that magnify HO comparative advantage dust y e e t at ag y O co pa at e ad a tage -The Stolper-Samuelson effect is augmented by changes in average industry productivity and the number of available varieties -The real reward of the scarce factor falls by less than in HO
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-The real reward of the scarce factor falls by less than in HO
Factor Intensity Differences in Entry and Production
Free entry condition becomes:
Suppose entry skill intensive relative to production: -In the labor abundant country the opening of trade leads to a fall
In the labor abundant country, the opening of trade leads to a fall in the relative skilled wage w S / w L -Since entry is more skill intensive than production, this reduces the sunk cost of entry relative to the expected value of entry 
Equilibrium labor demand
Factor market clearing
Factor market clearing 
